ABSTRACT: Indoor location algorithm has become a research hotspot in the past decades for its wide applications, such as object tracking, personnel localization, and many other rising applications. Yet the mature commercial products are still in demand. In this paper, we present and analyze three representative and effective indoor location algorithms which are only based on angle of arrival (AOA). The three methods are the Averaging method, the Weighted Least Squares (WLS) method and the Clustering-based method. Moreover, a large number of simulation experiments are conducted to analyze their characteristics and performance.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the rapid development and application of science and technology, location positioning has been playing a more important and expanded role in our daily life, ranging from outdoor location sensing system to indoor location technology. As a typical outdoor localization sensing system, Global Position System (GPS) is well known as its efficient location and navigation, and brings enormous convenient for our daily activities. However, the practical applications of indoor localization technology have just started, and yet not widely applied to our real life as GPS. In indoor environments, tracking people and objects has been an advanced research hotspot in the past decades, such as asset tracking [1] , personal navigation [2] , in large-scale building, tracking hospital patients [3] and many other rising applications. Therefore, practical indoor location algorithms and technologies are still in urgent need of further research.
Many state-of-the-art algorithms have been proposed trying to give a better solution of indoor location in last ten years. Received signal strength indicator (RSSI) can be used to measure distance，but it is very sensitive to different environmental noise [4] , such as multi-path propagation, reflection, fading effects and so on. Researchers have put forward many RSSI-based [5] - [7] methods and improved the location accuracy to a certain extent. However, the location accuracy is intrinsically limited by the RSSI value errors. Time of arrival (TOA) [8] and time difference of arrival (TDOA) [9] methods measure distance using the time of signal transmission which requires time synchronization device. Paper [10] and [11] respectively designed Optimized TOA and TDOA localization algorithm to reduce the measuring errors caused by non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation. Angle of arrival (AOA) [12] system use the estimated AOA of a signal to estimate distance, by means of antenna array or antenna with directivity. Besides, some hybrid methods have been proposed in the effort to further improve the accuracy of indoor positioning, especially in TOA and AOA [13~16], TDOA and AOA [17~20]. TOA/TDOA and AOA are combined by the least squares scheme in [16] , [17] and [20] to minimize the measuring error. The hybrid localization precision has attained cm-level.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief explanation of AOA algorithm and some related work. Three representative AOAbased methods are presented in detail in Section 3. Simulation results and the analysis are elaborated in Section 4, followed by summing-up in section 5.
THE RELATED WORK
AOA algorithm can determine the 2-D coordinate of mobile equipment (ME) with two angle values measured from two base stations (BS) to the ME. As is shown in Figure 1 , A and B representing two BSs with coordinates is already known, and M is supposed to be the mobile equipment. θ 1 is the measured angle between A and M, and θ 2 is the angle between B and M. Then,
By solving (1.1), we can obtain the coordinate of M as shown in (1.2), The measurement angle error is inevitable which is caused by the measuring equipment and environment noise, especially the non-light of sight (NLOS). Therefore, more than one possible coordinates of ME would be calculated by using any two BS, and these calculated position points scatter around the real coordinate of ME. Varieties of methods have been proposed to restrain the influence caused by environment noise. According to the distribution character of these scatter points, the simplest method is taking the mean of these point coordinates. In order to diminish the impact of NLOS, a selective model was used [21] to suppress NLOS signals, which can automatically identify and exclude the NLOS signals. In the hybrid TOA and AOA method [16] , the author utilizes least squares optimization to estimate the location of ME. In order to enhance the accuracy of location estimation, a method was proposed in paper [22] to pick out the estimated ME with large deviation.
TYPICAL AOA-BASED ALGORITHMS
We make an assumption that the angle measuring errors follow a Gaussian distribution [23] with mean of zero and standard deviation of σ. For NLOS seriously influenced the computational accuracy of AOA, some strategies should be adopted to reduce NLOS error. In this paper, we discuss three representative and effective AOA algorithms: averaging method, weighted least squares method, clustering-based method.
Averaging method
As a basic statistical metric, averaging method has been wildly used in location methods. Paper [24] and [25] discussed the averaging method used in RSSI location method. Averaging method also could be found in paper [6] [7] [8] [9] . Assuming that N BSs detected the signal of ME, as mentioned above, each two BSs can estimate a position coordinate of ME. Then there will be 2 N C estimated coordinates of ME at most. Then the mean of these estimated positions could be taken as the final location coordinate of ME as shown in the follow equation:
Where (x, y) is the final estimated position coordinate, M is the number of estimated position coordinates, and usually M is smaller than 2 N C . In the absence of NLOS, averaging method could get an acceptable result. However, in fact NLOS arouses a big error. In the simulations, before averaging, these estimated position coordinates should be eliminated which are beyond the simulation area. However, in consideration of the influence of environment noise, we enlarge the actual simulation area a little when eliminating these crossing points. After the discarding, we take the mean of remaining estimated coordinates as the final location coordinate of ME.
Averaging method is the primary and simplest method to estimate ME. Thus, in this paper, it will be used as a benchmark to compare with other methods.
Weighted Least Squares method
Assuming that N BSs detected the signal of ME, according to the principle of AOA algorithm, the relation between the ME coordinate (x, y) and the angle θ i from i-th BS (x i , y i ) to ME could be described as:
It also could be described in the follow equation:
When N BSs detected the signal of ME, linear least-squares estimation is used to predict ME as following: 2 2 arg min || -||
Where, matrix A, X, b are described as follow:
Weighted least square estimation which refers to [26] is used in AOA algorithm described as following.
Where W is the weighting diagonal matrix. The solution of equation is expressed as following:
The value of the weight for each BS depends on its contribution. In the process of simulation, we use the distance between ME and the BS to decide its contribution. Matrix W is a diagonal matrix and the diagonal element Wi for each BS is obtained as following:
Where, di is the distance between ME and each BS detected.
WLS method still can't get rid of the influence of NLOS. A method was proposed in paper [21] to make a selection of the N BSs by eliminating some BSs whose measured angle to ME is larger than a certain angle threshold. The procedure could be described as following: 1) Estimate the position coordinates of ME using averaging method; 2) Obtain the angle βi for between ME (x, y) and BS(xi , yi) through the following equation;
3) Calculate the difference θi between βi and measured angle i  ;
4) Sort the list of θi by its absolute value and calculate the root mean square of the list RMS (θ). 
Where, N is the number of BSs detected. 5) Pick out BS(xi , yi) whose θi is much greater than the RMS (θ), say θi >1.5*RMS (θ). By adopting this strategy, the large angle measuring error caused by NLOS or other environmental factor are excluded out which can help improve the location accuracy of WLS.
Clustering-based method
As mentioned earlier, M ( ) position coordinates of ME would be obtained by N BSs and these points scatter around the real ME position. In order to reduce the great influence of environment noise for each BS, an optimal method based on clustering algorithm was proposed. The main idea is to find out the maximum density point group firstly by excluding some disperse points and then calculate the mean of the remaining points. The procedure of clustering method in paper [22] has the following steps: 1) Take the mean of M estimated points as the central point, denoted by ME(x, y); 2) Respectively calculate the distance between the central point ME(x, y) and each estimated point (xi , yi), denoted by i d ; is a fixed threshold. Compared with averaging method and WLS method, clustering method can acquire the best location accuracy and it has a good robustness when many BSs detect the signal of ME.
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
The simulation experiments of the fore-mentioned AOA algorithms are conducted using MATLAB. In the simulation area, 16 BSs uniformly locate in a square area of 50m*50m and 4 BSs locate in the four corners. We firstly compare the performance of the three kinds of methods discussed above when the relative density of BSs changes by altering the coverage radius of BS. Then, performance of these methods is observed when the standard deviation ( ) of the Gaussian distribution in LOS (light of signal) signal varies from 0 to 10 degrees. NLOS is taken into consideration in all the simulations.
The angle errors caused by environment noise are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, and its mean value is zero. The deviation of angle error caused by NLOS is assumed to be a value distributed between (-π, π) [22] .
In these simulations, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is used to evaluate the location performance.
Where m is the number of ME in each test, (xi , yi) and ( , ) i i x y   are respectively the real and predicted coordinates of each ME.
We compare four AOA methods in the simulation experiments as following: 1) MeanT (averaging method with eliminating crossing points and the boundary line is a little larger than the simulation area); 2) WLS (ordinary WLS method，which refers to [16] ) ; 3) WLST (WLS method discarding the BSs with large angle measuring error, which refers to [21] ); 4) Clustering-based method (which refers to [22] ).
In Figure 2 -5, X axis represent the coverage radius (R) of BSs, Y axis represent RMSE of different algorithms,  takes different values. What we can see clearly from these figures is that the WLS method performs the worst while the clustering-based method has the best performance among all these methods. It is worth noting that WLST perform much better than the MeanT method which is better than the ordinary WLS. It proves that the technique discarding the BSs with large angle measuring error is effective for improving the location accuracy of WLS. From Figure 2 and Figure 3 we can see that generally the performance of WLST and clustering-based methods improve consistently with increasing of coverage radius R. It means that more BSs helps enhance location accuracy of WLST and clustering-based methods when  <4. However, this conclusion is inapplicable for WLST and clustering-based methods when >4. From Figure 2 to Figure 5 , we can observe that increasing of coverage radius R does not help improve performance of WLS and MeanT. Figure 6-9 show the simulation experiments of these four location methods when the BS coverage radius R is set different values and the standard deviation of angle errors varies from 0 to 10 degrees. It could be easily seen that the RMSE of the four algorithms grows when the standard deviation of angle errors increases. From Figure 6 to Figure 9 , we also can see that the WLS method is the worst and the clustering-based method is the best in location accuracy among all algorithms. In Figure 8 and Figure 9 , another concern is that the RMSE of WLST and clustering-based methods is close to zero when =0.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we make an introduction and comparison of three typical indoor location methods based on AOA. Averaging method is the simplest but cannot perform well in location accuracy. An improvement that constrains the calculated ME coordinate in a certain area is a little larger than the indoor area which has been applied to the mean method. That we named as MeanT method. WLS is another solution to decrease the influence of NLOS and big errors, but simulations have showed that it does not have better location accuracy than MeanT. So the strategy which eliminates the BSs with big measurement error is applied to the ordinary WLS and we call the improvement method WLST. From a large number of experiments, we can see that WLST has a much better performance than WLS. The clustering-based method achieves the best location accuracy by trying to find and use the densest point group to predict the final ME coordinate. 
